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m ~~~~~~~ MAY-JUNE 1938 

VOL. VII No. 4 

4' TAXON 
Official News Bulletin of the International Association for Plant Taxonomy. Edited and Published for l.A.P.T. 

by the International Bureaufor Plant Taxonomy and Nomenclature. 106 Lange Nieuwstraat. Utrecht. Netherlands 

THE INTERPRETATION OF BINARY NOMENCLATURE 
FOR SUBDIVISIONS OF SPECIES 

V. H. Heywood (Liverpool) 

It is surprising that two of the leading French Floras are characterized by 
unorthodox systems of infraspecific nomenclature, and even more surprising that 
the interpretation of this nomenclature has never, as far as I am aware, been 
critically considered. 

There are two major problems - 1) that of the use of unorthodox categories 
or their unorthodox usage, such as the Forme and Race (Rouy & Foucaud, Flore de 
France, 1893-) and 2) binomial subspecies (Rouy & Foucaud, and Fournier, Les 
Quatre Flores de la France, 1934-). Neither of these problems is exclusive to these 
Floras or indeed new. 

Upon examination it is quickly seen that the nomenclatural consequences of the 
use of subspecies in binomial (or strictly speaking "bispecific") form are quite 
different in the two cases mentioned. Accordingly they will be considered separately. 

Rouy & Foucaud recognize four infraspecific categories: sous-espece, forme, 
variete and sous-variete. The forme was later replaced by the race (proles) as is 
explained later. The implications of these are clearly stated by Rouy & Foucaud 
(vol. i: XI-XIII. 1893). Different typography is employed to distinguish between 
them. The first two (sous-espece and forme) are given in binomial form and the 
other two in the customary single epithet manner. Examples are given in continuation: 

Ranunculus acer L. [species] 
subspec. I. R. Boraeanus Jord. (pro specie) [subspecies] 

tomophyllus Jord. (pro specie) [varietas] 
Forme R. rectus Bor. (pro specie) ["forma"] 
S. -var. pumilus Rouy & Foucaud [subvarietas] 

Rouy & Foucaud explain their use of the category forme in the following way 
"Une innovation qui sera probablement remarquee, c'est la valeur que nous attribuons 
a la forme, que nous considerons ici comme synonyme de la race en horticulture, 
et non comme une simple variation ou modification du type specifique, due a des 
changements dans les conditions ordinaires de la vie de la plante, ce que constitue 
alors la variete. Nous estimons donc la forme d'un degre superieur dans l'echelle 
de la classification a la variete, puis-qu'elle est plus stable et se reproduit generale- 
ment telle quelle". It is thus somewhat similar in implications to other terms which 
have been proposed intermediate between the variety and the subspecies, e.g. micro- 
subspecies, etc. 
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It should be noted that the forme in this connotation is quite definitely sub- 
ordinated to the species and is not an independent binomial such as the original 
Jordanion species to which they very frequently refer. As the authors state in the 
avant-propos to volume ii (p. v) they were reproached by "un distingue botaniste 
de Geneve" for their unorthodox use of the forme. This question is, however, a 
matter of taxonomic usage or interpretation, not nomenclature, though it may be 
remarked in passing that it has defeated its own ends for the simple reason that the 
majority of taxonomists nowadays, as in the time of Rouy & Foucaud, use the 
forma for the smallest taxonomic unit worth the dignity of a Latin epithet (many 
would say not at all); so that to use these taxa with the status suggested by Rouy & 
Foucaud they have to be raised to varietal or subspecific rank. However, the 
International Code lays down that the categories species, subspecies, variety, form, 
must be used in that order so that a forma cannot include a varietas as Rouy & 
Foucaud have it. Rouy later admitted that this was contrary to the ruling of the 
Vienna Congress (1905) and voluntarily suppressed the attribution of the word 
forme applied to that subdivision of the species intermediate between the subspecies 
and varietas. He then took up the term Race (proles) in its place and requested that 
readers should replace the word Forme by the latter in the previous volumes of 
the Flora (vol. x: 2-3 footnote, 1908). Unfortunately most people tend not to read 
prefaces or footnotes so that this elimination of the Forme is not generally realised. 

Later in the introduction to volume xiii (1912) pp. v-vii he admits that the 
Vienna Congress Rules of Nomenclature make no mention of the Race amongst the 
categories of plant classification. He then gives reasons for the necessity of having 
such a category intermediate between the subspecies and the varietas, so as to avoid 
such circumventions as "varieties in the sense of races" which some authors employ. 
Many taxonomists would agree with Rouy on the necessity for such an additional 
category, the variety in fact often having to serve in lieu. But no provision is made 
at present in the Rules or Code for the proles other than the statement (Art. 4, para 2) 
that "further supplementary ranks may be intercalated or added, provided that 
confusion or error is not thereby introduced". The term proles (race, raza, ra?a, etc.) 
is quite frequently encountered in some European authors' works (e.g. Sampaio, 
Manual de la Flora Portuguesa, some Pflanzenreich monographs) and is often 
interpreted by other authors as meaning subspecies. Whether or not one is justified 
in so doing is open to debate and will have to be considered on another occasion. 
But the fact that this is so means that the term proles is open to confusion if 
generally introduced without strict definition. Clearly we cannot interpret as sub- 
species the proles given by Rouy as he already recognises the former category. 

The second point about Rouy & Foucaud's formes or races is their expression in 
binary form, e.g. Forme Ranunculus rectus Bor. (pro specie). As stated above this 
also holds true for their subspecies. The custom of writing infraspecific categories 
in binary form has, in the past, been quite widespread. Briquet (Prodr. Fl. Corse 1: 
XXII-XXIII, 1910) comments on the position in Nyman's Conspectus Florae Europae. 
He rejects Nyman's usage as being a summary indication of what rank in the 
hierarchy the taxa should be accorded without adopting the corresponding nomen- 
clature. Litardiere (Prodr. Fl. Corse 3 (2): 63 footnote (1955)) agrees with Briquet's 
views. 

The International Code is not very explicit on this point. Article 34 states that 
the use of binary nomenclature for taxa subordinate to species is not permissible. 
It does not clearly indicate whether they are to be regarded as illegitimate (cf. 
Lamberton in Taxon 3(1): 19. 1954) or whether they must be interpreted as trino- 
mials with the necessary author's names added. 
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There are, I think two situations here which must be distinguished and interpreted 
differently. 

a) As in the case of Rouy & Foucaud, Flore de France where a new combination 
is clearly intended by the author. 

b) As in the case of Nyman, Conspectus (and perhaps Fournier, Les Quatre 
Flores: see below) where they are merely a summary indication of the rank which 
they should be given but without a consistent (or even any) attempt to adopt the 
corresponding nomenclature or ascertain whether in fact it already exists. 

Arguments for this dual interpretation are advanced below. 
Rouy & Foucaud justify binary nomenclature for subdivisions of species on the 

grounds of simplicity - "est tout ce qu'il y a de plus simple, de plus commode a 
enoncer" - so as to avoid phrases such as "Thalictrum minus L. subspec. T. majus 
Koch forma T. Aurigeranum Jeanb. et Timb (pro specie)". But to satisfy critics 
they say it would be sufficient to suppress the generic initial capital and write 
"forma Aurigeranum" instead of "forma T. Aurigeranum". 

The force of this argument is largely lost when one remembers that the Inter- 
national Code permits the abbreviation of the above names to Thalictrum minus f. 
Aurigeranum (Jeanb. & Timb.) Rouy & Foucaud. 

With regard to the question of authorship of the combinations Rouy & Foucaud 
state quite explicitly that they wished to avoid putting "nobis" on every page. 
They say "chaque fois qu'une plante, consideree par nous comme sous-espece, forme 
ou variete, a ete precedemment decrite par un botaniste a titre d'espece, nous avons 
cru legitime de ne pas nous attribuer la paternite de cette distinction, et nous avons 
mis cette plante a la place qu'elle doit occuper, selon nous, mais avec le nom de 
l'auteur de l'espice et la mention "(pro specie ou pro varietate)". In actual practice 
they have omitted the "pro specie" or "pro varietate" in a number of cases where 
it should have been included, but in general they are fairly consistent. 

Those who wish to adhere closely to customary usage will, they say, write: forma 
... N ... Nob. or var. N ... Nob., it being understood that this only applies when 
other authors have not before them considered the taxon concerned as a variety or 
presumably subspecies, "ce que nous avons soin de signaler". 

Fournier, in the preface to Les Quatre Flores (1940, p. III) admits that "sur un 
point, notre nomenclature est 6legrement incorrecte, pour des raisons de brievet6 
et de simplicite typographique; c'est quand nous donnons des varietes avec le seul 
nom d'un auteur qui en faisait des especes, ou (cas tres rare) inversement. 

Unfortunately this "un point" is a considerable understatement. Basically the 
situation in the Quatre Flores is as follows: 

Species are given in bold face, preceded by a number, thus 
1618. R. acer L. 

When one or more subspecies are included in the species the typical subspecies 
is generally given a name constructed by Fournier from the specific epithet preceded 
by the hyphenated prefix "eu". It, as are the other subspecies, is given the generic 
initial, thus 

S.-E. R. eu-acer P.F. [the abbreviation "P.F." may be within 
brackets in some cases] 

S.-E. R. Steveni Andrz. 

Varieties are normally given in the customary form, e.g. 
var. Friesianus Jord., though sometimes in binomial form, e.g. 
(R. nemorosus DC.) a variety of R. Breyninus Crantz as indicated by the 
use of italics. 
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Immediately we are faced again with the interpretation of binomial subspecies. 
The "eu-" prefaced subspecies present no problem as they are now all illegitimate 

under the present Code. But clearly we cannot simply read S.-E. R. Steveni Andrz. 
as subsp. steveni (Andrz.) P. Fournier as Rouy & Foucaud (i: 103) have already 
indicated that they are responsible for that combination, and it is generally attributed 
to them. 

But this is not all. If an analysis is made of the Quatre Flores it soon reveals that 
whatever interpretation may be arbitrarily placed on Fournier's subspecies there is 
no consistency within the unorthodoxy. Thus one finds the following situations: 

I. When he uses combinations that already exist: 

a) He cites the combining author: 
i. with the author of the basionym in brackets, e.g. 

S.-E. Scandix curvirostris (Murbeck) Vierhapper. 
ii. without the author of the basionym in brackets, e.g. 

S.-E. V. hortensis Wettst. 
i.e. V. tricolor subsp. hortensis (DC.) Wettst. 

b) He doet not cite the combining author: this is the most frequent case, e.g. 
Ranunculus Steveni already mentioned. 

II. When the combinations do not already exist formally: 
a) He puts his own name after it (e.g. Thrincia nudicaulis ssp. Th. taraxacoides 

(Vill.) P.F.). 
b) He does not put his name after it - this is the most frequent case and 

applies even though he is the author of the original species, e.g. Galeopsis 
tetrahit S.-E. G. pseudotetrahit P.F. He may even go to the length of citing 
the author of the basionym and the combining author for the subspecies 
as a species, e.g. Physospermum aquilegifolium S.-E. Ph. Cornubiense (L.) 
DC., thus giving the lie to any argument that might be put forward pleading 
lack of space as the justification for this peculiar nomenclature. 

Obviously it is nearly impossible in practice to distinguish between cases of I(b) 
and II(b) without prior knowledge. In other words, the fact that Fournier makes 
no allusion (direct or indirect) to any combination that might exist does not 
necessarily mean that the combination does not in fact exist. From this it would 
follow that if no combining author is given (Ib) or (lib) it would be wrong to 
interpret these cases as meaning "comb. nov.", as in some cases the combination 
would exist, in others not. The practice of citing the author of the basionym in 
parentheses and the combining author of species for subspecies mentioned in the 
last paragraph strengthens this view. 

An example of the pitfalls likely from interpreting these cases as new combinations 
is the following: 

(... S.-E. V. Juressi Link. ..) 
1952. V. palustris L. [p. 446: 1936] 

which is interpreted by Warburg as V. palustris ssp. juressi (K. Wein) P. Fournier 
(in Clapham, Tutin, Warburg, Flora Brit. Isles: 248. 1952). 

Here, even though Warburg has supplied certain deficiencies in Fournier's original 
nomenclature (that V. Juressi Link was a nomen nudum first validated by K. Wein) 
he is wrong in assuming that Fournier was making a combination. This was first 
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done by P. Coutinho in 1921 (Coutinho himself wrongly attributed the combination 
to W. Becker!) as is fully explained by Franco and Pinto da Silva (in Agronz. Lusit. 
12: 633-5. 1950). 

An even more recent example may be taken from the latest volume of the Prodr. 
Fl. Corse (1955) where Litardiere interprets the following [Fournier p. 739]: 

S.-E. M. pyrenaica Pourret ... 
3091. M. silvatica (Ehrh.) Hoffm. 

as ssp. pyrenaica P. Fournier non Pourret to be combined under Myosotis alpestris 
as ssp. pyrenaica (P. Fourn.) R. Lit. Here, surely, the interpretation of Fournier's 
possible intentions is taken to extreme lengths. 

Admittedly these are rather complicated examples, but others more straight- 
forward are likely to arise if the policy of accepting Fournier's subspecies at face 
value is continued indiscriminately. 

Surely the point here is that it is quite unwarrantable to put the onus on the 
reader to find out what the exact nomenclatural situation is. The reader of a Flora 
rightly expects the nomenclature to have been worked out for him as well as the 
taxonomy (allowing, of course, for the inevitable lapses). 

No further argument is needed, I feel, to show that Fournier's subspecies are 
quite different in their implications from those of Rouy & Foucaud and except in 
the few cases where combinations are explicitly made or employed they should be 
accepted as no more than "a summary indication of the rank in the hierarchy" 
which he thinks they should hold. (cf. Nyman, Conspectus). 

It is important to remember that Rouy & Foucaud's races (formes passim), 
although considered validly published are subordinate taxa and it is wrong to 
consider them as autonomous species as has been the practice of the Index Kewensis 
in the past (e.g. Genista longipes Rouy originally published by Rouy as a subordinate 
forme of G. pedunculata L'Herit.). This is emphasized as it may help to avoid the 
disturbance of existing nomenclature. An example can be taken from the same 
"Genista longipes". C. Vicioso (in Bol. Inst. For. Inv1. Exper. Madrid 67: 42. 1953) 
replaces Genista longipes Pau (1904) by G. tejedensis (Port., Rig.) C. Vic. [sic] 
as it is antedated by Rouy's forme G. longipes. As Rouy's forme had no claim to 
specific rank nomenclaturally there was no need for Vicioso to take this action.* 

Rouy & Foucaud's subspecies should be interpreted as normal trinomial sub- 
specific combinations made by the authors. This is already standard practice. 

Fournier's subspecies should be rejected nomenclaturally unless, as already stated, 
they are explicitly made. 

* On a point of taxonomy the Spanish plants referred to G. tejedensis or G. longipes Pau 
are in fact G. lobelii DC. which has been confused in Spain with other species, so that Pau's 
G. longipes should have been replaced by another name but for quite different reasons! 
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